The paradox of reactionary modernism

There is no such thing as modernity in general. There are only national societies, each of which becomes modern in its own fashion. This study examines a cultural paradox of German modernity, namely, the embrace of modern technology by German thinkers who rejected Enlightenment reason. Dichotomies—tradition or modernity, progress or reaction, community or society, rationalization or charisma—predominate in sociological theories of the development of European modernity. When applied to modern German history, such dichotomies suggest that German nationalism, and subsequently National Socialism, was primarily motivated by rejections of modernity—the political values of the French Revolution and the economic and social realities created by the Industrial Revolution. Romantic Germany, we are told, rejected scientistic modernity. Had the pastoral vision vanquished technological advance, German modernity would not have led to the German catastrophe. In this study of a cultural tradition I have called reactionary modernism, I am advocating a more nuanced view of German ideology in the Weimar Republic and the Third Reich.

My basic point is the following: Before and after the Nazi seizure of power, an important current within conservative and subsequently Nazi ideology was a reconciliation between the antimodernist, romantic, and irrationalist ideas present in German nationalism and the most obvious manifestation of means–ends rationality, that is, modern technology. Reactionary modernism is an ideal typical construct. The thinkers I am calling reactionary modernists never described themselves in precisely these terms. But this tradition consisted of a coherent and meaningful set of metaphors, familiar words, and emotionally laden expressions that had the effect of converting technology from a component of alien, Western Zivilisation into an organic part of German Kultur. They combined political reaction with tech-
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nological advance. Where German conservatives had spoken of technology or culture, the reactionary modernists taught the German Right to speak of technology and culture. Reactionary modernism was not primarily a pragmatic or tactical reorientation, which is not to deny that it transformed military-industrial necessities into national virtues. Rather, it incorporated modern technology into the cultural system of modern German nationalism, without diminishing the latter's romantic and antirational aspects. The reactionary modernists were nationalists who turned the romantic anticapitalism of the German Right away from backward-looking pastoralism, pointing instead to the outlines of a beautiful new order replacing the formless chaos due to capitalism in a united, technologically advanced nation. In so doing, they contributed to the persistence of Nazi ideology throughout the Hitler regime. They called for a revolution from the Right that would restore the primacy of politics and the state over economics and the market, and thereby restore the ties between romanticism and rear-

mament in Germany.

Though I call them reactionary modernists, these thinkers viewed themselves as cultural revolutionaries seeking to consign materialism to the past. In their view, materialism and technology were by no means identical. Thomas Mann captured the essence of reactionary modernism when he wrote that “the really characteristic and dangerous aspect of National Socialism was its mixture of robust modernity and an affirmative stance toward progress combined with dreams of the past: a highly technological romanticism.” This book presents what Mann grasped as the interpenetration of German Innerlichkeit (inwardness) and modern technology.

The German reconciliation of technology and unreason began in German technical universities around the turn of the century, was first advocated by the nontechnical intellectuals in Weimar’s conservative revolution, found a home in the Nazi party in the 1920s and among the propagandists of the Hitler regime in the 1930s, and became a contributing factor in the triumph of totalitarian ideology up to 1945. The bearers of this tradition were numerous professors of engineering as well as contributors to journals published by the na-
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tional engineering associations. In Weimar's conservative revolution the irrationalist embrace of technology was advocated by Hans Freyer, Ernest Jünger, Carl Schmitt, Werner Sombart, and Oswald Spengler, with Martin Heidegger adding a more ambivalent voice to the reactionary modernist chorus. Within the Nazi party, Gottfried Feder's theories of the threat of Jewish finance to German productivity were eventually supplemented by a more subtle diction of romanticism and modern technics under the direction of Joseph Goebbels and Fritz Todt, the administrator of the construction of the Autobahnen and Hitler's first armaments minister. Throughout, the reactionary modernists contributed to the coexistence of political irrationalism alongside rearmament and industrial rationalization. By the end of the war, for example, the SS research station in Peenemünde developing V-1 and V-2 rockets was engaged in a desperate search for a weapon that would miraculously turn the tide of the now obviously lost war.

It is not paradoxical to reject technology as well as Enlightenment reason or to embrace technology while celebrating reason. These pairings are the customary outcomes of choosing between scientism and pastoralism. But it is paradoxical to reject the Enlightenment and embrace technology at the same time, as did the reactionary modernists in Germany. Their claim was that Germany could be both technologically advanced and true to its soul. The whole anti-Western legacy of German nationalism suggested that such a reconciliation between soul and technology was out of the question, for nothing could be more at odds with German culture. But the reactionary modernists recognized that antitechnological views were formulas for national impotence. The state could not be simultaneously strong and technologically backward. The reactionary modernists insisted that the Kulturnation could be both powerful and true to its soul. As Joseph Goebbels repeatedly insisted, this was to be the century of stählernde Romantik, steellike romanticism.

A fundamental point to be made about National Socialism is that Hitler's ideology was the decisive political fact of the Nazi regime up to the catastrophic end. Very few of Hitler's conservative allies and left-wing opponents expected this would be the case. Some argued that Hitler was a cynical opportunist who would abandon principle for the sake of power. Others simply could not accept the idea that anyone or any large number of people would take such a contemptible blend of irrationality and inhumanity seriously. And still others, at the time and since, argued that National Socialism was fundamentally a complete rejection of the modern world and its values. As such, its
ideological dynamism would be broken apart in the course of actually
governing and administering the most advanced industrial society in
Europe. Why this did not happen has been the focus of a scholarly
debate ever since. In this book, I am bringing interpretive sociology to bear on this
problem. As Max Weber put it, sociology is an interpretive endeavor because it can offer causal explanations of social action only to the
degree to which such analyses are simultaneously adequate on the
level of meaning. Hence, in order to contribute to a causal explanation of the primacy of politics and ideology in Nazi Germany, I have focused on motives, meanings, intentions, and symbolism and have depicted an ideal typical world view I am calling reactionary modernism. In the last decade, a split has opened up between analysts of politics and analysts of meaning and intentionality. On the one hand, militant structuralists have told us that human intentions count for little in the larger scheme determined by classes, states, and the international system. On the other hand, equally militant phenomenologists have abandoned the field of political and historical analysis. This split expresses itself in a linguistic barbarism: “macro-” versus “micro-” sociology. Of late, the militants seem to be a bit less bellicose, and the idea of paying attention to what people actually think and believe has become respectable again. This has nothing to do with social science going “soft” in the head but rather with Weber’s point that explanation of social and political events requires careful examination of the meaning and intentionality of actors in a particular historical and social context. In this sense his works on the emergence of the modern state, bureaucracy, or the spirit of capitalism from the psychological anxieties fostered by the Protestant sects are “structural” analyses. This project is elusive and difficult for it calls for examination of the links between socioeconomic structure, cultural trends, and politics. This is, or ought to be, one of the sociologist’s main tasks, and it is one of my aims to proceed along these lines in this study. In the remainder of this chapter, I will situate this work in past efforts to grapple with National Socialism and modernity and will define the terms of discussion.

Interpreters of National Socialism have placed the cultural and political revolt against modernity at the center of discussions of Nazi ideology. Georg Lukács called Germany the “classic nation of irra-

The paradox of reactionary modernism. Helmut Plessner's view of the "belated nation," George Mosse's studies of "volkisch ideology," Karl Mannheim's work on "conservative thought," and Fritz Stern's analysis of "the politics of cultural despair" all stressed the connection between right-wing ideology and protest against the Enlightenment, modern science, liberalism, the market, Marxism, and the Jews. Talcott Parsons argued that "at least one critically important aspect of the National Socialist movement" was "a mobilization of the extremely deep-seated romantic tendencies of German society in the service of a violently aggressive political movement, incorporating a 'fundamentalist' revolt against the whole tendency of the rationalization of the Western world." Henry J. Turner has recently summarized the analysis presented by modernization theorists. National Socialism, he writes, was the product of a "crisis of modernization." Ideologically it stood for "utopian antimodernism ... an extreme revolt against the modern industrial world and an attempt to recapture a distant mythic past." National Socialist antimodernism contrasted with Italian fascism, with its Futurist fascination with speed and the beauty of machines.

Germany's path to modernity lay behind the intensity of its antimodernist revolt. Compared with England and France, industrialization was late, quick, and thorough. Economic units were large and state intervention extensive. Most important, capitalist industrialization.


Reactionary modernism took place without a successful bourgeois revolution. The bourgeoisie, political liberalism, and the Enlightenment remained weak.\(^5\) Whereas the concept of the state in England and France was associated with democracy and equality, in Germany it remained authoritarian and illiberal.\(^6\) In Ralf Dahrendorf’s words, the “explosive potential of recent German social development” lay in the “encounter and combination” of rapid industrialization and the “inherited structures of the dynastic state of Prussia,” an encounter that left little space for political and economic liberalism.\(^7\) German nationalism was largely a countermovement expressing longings for a simpler, preindustrial life. The Volk needed to be protected from the corrupting influences of Western Zivilisation.

How then did German nationalism, and subsequently National Socialism, become reconciled to modern technology? Barrington Moore, Jr., drew the reasonable conclusion that “the basic limitation” of this “Catolist” rural imagery lay in its uncompromising hostility to industrialism as a result of which it would develop into rural nostalgia.\(^8\) Dahrendorf and David Schoenbaum further developed the idea that Nazi ideology was incompatible with industrial society. Dahrendorf argued that despite their antimodernist ideology, the demands of totalitarian power made the Nazis radical innovators. The “strong push to modernity” was National Socialism’s decisive feature resulting in a striking conflict between Nazi ideology and practice. The “veil of ideology should not deceive us,” for the gap between ideology and practice was so striking that “one is almost tempted to believe that the ideology was simply an effort to mislead people deliberately.”\(^9\) Along similar lines, Schoenbaum described National Socialism as a “double revolution,” that is, an ideological war against bourgeois and industrial society waged with bourgeois and industrial means. In his view, the conflict between the antiindustrial outlook of the Nazi ideologues and the modernizing practice of the Nazi regime was resolved through an “inevitable rapprochement” between the Nazi mass movement and the state and industrial elites the movement had promised to destroy. In Schoenbaum’s view, the Nazis made their peace with modern tech-

\(^5\) On Germany’s illiberal path to modernity, see Ralf Dahrendorf, *Society and Democracy in Germany* (New York, 1966).


\(^7\) Dahrendorf, *Society and Democracy in Germany*, p. 45.


\(^9\) Dahrendorf, *Society and Democracy in Germany*, pp. 381–6.
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technology because it was needed to carry out their antimodernist politics, but not because they could discern any intrinsic value in it.\(^{10}\)

Dahrendorf’s and Schoenbaum’s views recall Hermann Rauschning’s analysis of Hitlerism as a “revolution of nihilism” guided by an utterly cynical, opportunistic set of rationalizations passing themselves off as a world view.\(^{11}\) The problem is that in too many very important instances, Hitler’s practice coincided with his ideology. If ideology and practice were so at odds, how do we account for their terrifying unity during the war and the Holocaust? The thesis of a “double revolution” suggests ideological cynicism where ideological consistency and belief existed. The “strong push to modernity” or at least to certain aspects of modern society existed, but not at the expense of Nazi ideology. Both Dahrendorf and Schoenbaum underestimated the degree to which a selective embrace of modernity — especially modern technology — had already taken place within German nationalism both before and after the Nazi seizure of power in 1933.

The main problem with this approach has been its neglect of the modern aspects of Nazi ideology. Marxists have had little difficulty in this regard because they have examined the Hitler regime as one variant of fascism that, in turn, was a form of capitalism. At times, such analyses suggest that Hitler was merely a tool of the capitalists or that Nazi ideology actually declined in importance after the seizure of power.\(^{12}\) And at their best, such as Franze Neumann’s classic Behemoth, they employ a utilitarian concept of class and ideology that rules out the possibility that the Hitler regime could act against the interests of German capital — as indeed it did when it pursued racial utopia and genocide above all else.\(^{13}\) The route is different, but the


\(^{13}\) Franz Neumann, Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National Socialism (New York, 1944). Neumann wrote that “the internal political value of anti-Semitism will . . . never allow a complete extermination of the Jews. The foe cannot and must not disappear; he must always be held in readiness as a scapegoat for all the evils originating in the socio-political system” (p. 125). Erich Goldhagen points out that the murder of the Jews was “the most striking refutation of the thesis that the National Socialists were disbelieving and cynical manipulators of anti-Semitism,” in “Weltan-
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conclusion the same for Marxists and modernization theorists: Whether it was due to the antimodernist nature of the ideology or the overwhelming power of class interests, both suggest that Nazi ideology could not explain the actions of the Hitler regime. They are thus at a loss to explain the triumph of ideology in the Third Reich.¹⁴

During the 1930s, discussion of the synthesis of technics and unreason in German ideology took place among the critical theorists of the Frankfurt school, as well as in the work of the romantic Marxist, Ernst Bloch. Walter Benjamin’s essays on the Weimar Right initiated a discussion of fascism and aesthetics that continues up to the present.¹⁵ Bloch’s analysis of Ungleichzeitigkeit, roughly “noncontempor-

¹⁴ Critics of the analysis of totalitarianism deny that National Socialism was a monolithic system of domination. For example, Hans Mommsen and Martin Broszat argue that nazism was a “polycracy” of conflicting authorities, which made possible the ascendancy of radicalized SS fanatics. See Broszat’s Der Staat Hitlers (Munich, 1969), and Mommsen, “Continuity and Change in the Third Reich.” The critics have destroyed a straw man. In The Origins of Totalitarianism (Cleveland, 1958), Hannah Arendt wrote that the absence of clear hierarchies, the multiplication of offices, and confusion of bureaucratic responsibilities were crucial to totalitarianism in power because the resultant insecurity and fear enhanced the power of the leadership and served to preserve the dynamic of a “movement-state.” See “The So-called Totalitarian State,” pp. 392–419.
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aneity,” drew attention to the fusion of German romanticism with a

cult of technics in the journals of German engineers. Max Hork-

heimer argued that National Socialism organized a “revolt of nature”

against modern capitalism and industrialism, which eschewed anti-

technological themes.

More than any other modern social theorists, Horkheimer and

Theodor Adorno placed the interwining of myth and rationalization

at the center of attention in their classic work, Dialectic of Enlighten-

ment. They opened their book with the now well-known assertion that the

“fully enlightened world” radiated “disaster triumphant.” If this was

the case, understanding the relation between nazism and modernity

was crucial. Part of their argument merely repeated standard Marxist

views: “Bourgeois anti-Semitism has a specific economic reason: the

concealment of domination in production.” Right-wing anticapital-

ists identified the Jews with the “unproductive” circulation sphere of

banking, finance, and commerce and praised the sphere of production

and technology as an integral part of the nation. German antici-

patalism was anti-Semitic but not antitechnological. But it was a second,

and more sweeping, analysis of the Enlightenment that made Hork-

heimer and Adorno’s work truly distinctive. They argued that the

German disaster was the outcome of a link between reason, myth, and

domination implicit in Enlightenment thought since Kant and Hegel.

The Enlightenment’s true face of calculation and domination was

evident in de Sade’s highly organized tortures and orgies. In Germany

the Jews suffered from being identified with both abstract rationality

and with backwardness and reluctance to conform to national com-

munity. National Socialism telescoped in a particular place and time

the awful potentialities of the Western domination of nature.

16 Ernst Bloch, Erbschaft dieser Zeit (Frankfurt, 1962), and “Technik und Geistererschei-


17 In Max Horkheimer, The Eclipse of Reason (New York, 1974). Horkheimer also dis-

cussed the link between irrationalism and technology in “Zum Rationalismusstreit in

der gegenwärtigen Philosophie,” Kritische Theorie der Gesellschaft, Band I (Frankfurt,


18 Max Horkheimer and Theodor Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment (New York, 1972),

p. 3.

19 Ibid., p. 173. Herbert Marcuse also discussed the right-wing anticapitalist rhetorical

assault on Händlerthum or the merchant in “The Struggle Against Liberalism in the


3–42.

20 Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment, pp. 168–208. On Horkheimer’s

sociology of religion and his analysis of anti-Semitism, see Julius Carlebach, Karl Marx


and the Frankfurt School: Critical Theory’s Analysis of Anti-Semitism,” New German

Critique (Winter 1980), pp. 137–49; and Anson Rabinbach, “Anti-Semitism

Reconsidered.”
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Horkheimer and Adorno were right to point out that reason and myth were intertwined in the German dictatorship. No doubt, the cultural paradoxes of reactionary modernism were less perplexing for these dialectical thinkers than for those more accustomed to dichotomous modes of thought. But if their perceptions were accurate, their theory of the Enlightenment and their view of modern German history were woefully mistaken. What proved so disastrous for Germany was the separation of the Enlightenment from German nationalism. German society remained partially—never "fully"—enlightened. Horkheimer and Adorno's analysis overlooked this national context and generalized Germany's miseries into dilemmas of modernity per se. Consequently they blamed the Enlightenment for what was really the result of its weakness. Although technology exerted a fascination for fascist intellectuals all over Europe, it was only in Germany that it became part of the national identity. The unique combination of industrial development and a weak liberal tradition was the social background for reactionary modernism. The thesis of the dialectic of enlightenment obscured this historical uniqueness. As a "critical theory," it is strangely apologetic in regard to modern Germany history. It is one of the ironies of modern social theory that the critical theorists, who thought they were defending the unique against the general, contributed to obscuring the uniqueness of Germany's illiberal path toward modernity.

This said, it is better to have been perceptive for the wrong reasons than to have neglected an important problem altogether. It would be less than generous of me not to acknowledge the role concepts such as reification, the aestheticization of politics, and the dialectic of enlightenment have had in directing my attention to the existence of a reactionary modernist tradition in Germany. Although some of the literature on National Socialism inspired by the critical theorists suffers from sloganeering about fascism and capitalism, some very fine reconsiderations of the interaction of modernist and antimodernist currents in National Socialism have also appeared. Karl-Heinz Bohrer's study of Ernst Jünger, Anson Rabinbach's work on Albert Speer's Bureau of the Beauty of Labor, Klaus Theweleit's massive compilation of the unconscious fantasy life of members of the Freikorps, Timothy Mason's and Eike Hennig's work on the uses of antimodernist rhetoric in the rationalization of German industry in the 1930s, and Karl-

---
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Heinz Ludwig's superbly researched study of engineers and politics before and during the Third Reich all present evidence that right-wing and then Nazi ideology was far more intertwined with modern technology than earlier work suggested.\(^2\) Recent work has also modified our view of the relation between anti-Semitism and antimodernism. Moishe Postone has attempted to explain why anti-Semitism attributes such enormous power to the Jews — they were supposed to be the source of both international finance capitalism and international communism. He turns to Marx's analysis of commodity fetishism to interpret anti-Semitism as a specifically modern form of anticapitalist ideology, despite its atavistic vocabulary.\(^3\) Although some of this new literature suffers from blaming capitalism for the peculiarities of modern German history, it has contributed to a reconsideration of the larger problems of nazism and modernity. I am building on these and other reconsiderations of the problem of modernity and National Socialism while rejecting the implication that German modernity was only one example of a generalized sickness inherent in modern industrial societies.

It is time to clarify terms. I have called the tradition under examination a reactionary modernist one to emphasize that it was a tradition of the political Right. A figure such as Oswald Spengler straddled the border between traditional Prussian conservatives — the industrialists, Junkers, military, and civil service — and the postwar conservative revolutionaries. Both were illiberal and authoritarian but the latter reached into the lower middle class to create a mass movement. Like the völkisch ideologues of the nineteenth century, the conservative revolutionaries sought a cultural-political revolution that would re-


\(^3\) Moishe Postone, "Anti-Semitism and National Socialism: Notes on the German Reaction to 'Holocaust,'" *Postone's point of departure is the idea that "the specific characteristics of the power attributed to the Jews by modern anti-Semitism — abstractness, intangibility, universality, mobility — are all characteristics of the value dimension of the social form analyzed by Marx," (p. 108). He interprets Auschwitz as the end point of fetishized anticapitalism in Germany. Postone suggests paradoxes in National Socialist views of technology similar to those I am describing.
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vitalize the nation. They were reactionaries in that they opposed the principles of 1789 yet found in nationalism a third force “beyond” capitalism and Marxism. Along with Hitler, they were cultural revolutionaries seeking to restore instinct and to reverse degeneration due to an excess of civilization. Like fascist intellectuals all over postwar Europe, the reactionary modernists in Germany viewed communism as merely the obverse of bourgeois materialism, a soulless world’s mirror image.\(^{24}\)

The reactionary modernists were *modernists* in two ways. First, and most obviously, they were technological modernizers; that is, they wanted Germany to be more rather than less industrialized, to have more rather than fewer radios, trains, highways, cars, and planes. They viewed themselves as liberators of technology’s slumbering powers, which were being repressed and misused by a capitalist economy linked to parliamentary democracy. Second, they articulated themes associated with the modernist vanguard: Jünger and Gottfried Benn in Germany, Gide and Malraux in France, Marinetti in Italy, Yeats, Pound, and Wyndham Lewis in England. Modernism was not a movement exclusively of the political Left or Right. Its central legend was of the free creative spirit at war with the bourgeoisie who refuses to accept any limits and who advocates what Daniel Bell has called the “megalomania of self-infiniteization,” the impulse to reach “beyond: beyond morality, tragedy, culture.” From Nietzsche to Jünger and then Goebbels, the modernist credo was the triumph of spirit and will over reason and the subsequent fusion of this will to an aesthetic mode. If aesthetic experience alone justifies life, morality is suspended and desire has no limits.\(^{25}\) Modernism exalted the new and attacked traditions, including normative traditions. As aesthetic standards replaced moral norms, modernism indulged a fascination for horror and violence as a welcome relief to bourgeois boredom and decadence. Modernism also celebrated the self. When modernists turned to politics, they sought engagement, commitment, and authenticity, experiences the Fascists and Nazis promised to provide.\(^{26}\) When the
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reactionary modernists discussed trains as embodiments of the will to power or saw the racial soul expressed in the Autobahnen, they were popularizing what had been the preserve of a cultural vanguard.

The reactionary modernists were irrationalists. They simply despised reason and denigrated its role in political and social affairs. Their rejection of reason went far beyond the thoughtful criticisms of positivism in philosophy and social science for which German sociology has become famous. Although Adorno and Horkheimer dissected what they took to be reason’s inner tensions, they still looked to it as a court of last resort. But the reactionary modernists spoke what Adorno labeled the “jargon of authenticity” in which certain absolutes such as blood, race, and soul were placed beyond rational justification. In their view reason itself was lebensfeindlich, or “hostile to life.”

Defenders of nineteenth-century German romanticism have made a simple but important point: There was no straight line between romanticism and nazism. Further, even in Germany the romantic tradition was not exclusively right-wing or antitechnological. On the contrary, romanticism touched all segments of the intellectual and political spectrum in Germany in Weimar from Lukács and Bloch on the far left, through Mann and Max Weber in the center, to Jünger and his conservative revolutionary comrades. Furthermore, as the Hungarian literary critic and sociologist, Ferenc Feher, has put it, World War I was a turning point for romantic anticapitalism among the literary intellectuals, after which right-wing romanticism expressed growing hostility to what had been considered typical romantic themes such as the critique of dehumanization at the hands of the machine. Michael Lowy and Feher attribute the predominance of “romantic anticapitalism” in Germany to the conflict between humanist culture and capitalist exchange relations. Bell points to a “disjunction of realms” between a culture focused on the self and a social-economic system based on efficiency to account for the cultural re-

77 On the role of Lebensphilosophie and the meaning of irrationalism in the conservative revolution see Kurt Sontheimer, Antidemokratisches Denken in der Weimarer Republik (Munich, 1968); Georg Lukács, Die Zerstörung der Vernunft; and Helmut Plessner, Die verspätete Nation.
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The cultural contradictions of capitalism exist in capitalist societies generally, and they were particularly sharp in post-World War I Germany.

Granted that German romanticism was a highly ambiguous tradition, it would do violence to the facts to declare its political innocence. The darker aspects of romanticism appeared in reactionary modernism. Political romanticism in Germany represented the following: First, it was contemptuous of politics as the give-and-take of interest groups or parliamentary conflict. Hence, in Max Weber’s words, it fostered a politics of absolute ethics rather than a politics of responsibility. Political romantics entered politics to save their souls, find a new identity, or establish the authenticity of their commitment, or to reestablish a lost Gemeinschaft rather than to engage in the difficult and frustrating business of balancing means and ends. Political romanticism was particularly damaging for the Weimar Republic, for it encouraged the far Right and far Left while convincing the Center that politics was not a worthy enterprise for intellectuals, and that individual development took precedence over responsibility to a community of law and obligation.

Second, German romanticism was primarily a part of the illiberal, authoritarian concept of the German state. There were left-wing romantics who criticized Marxist scientism, but they remained on the political margins of the socialist and communist movements. In comparison, the romantics of the Right stood in the mainstream of German nationalism. When they celebrated emotion, passion, action, and

---

9 For Bell’s analysis of the disjunction of realms see The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism, and The Coming Crisis of Post-Industrial Society (New York, 1973). Lowy’s analysis appears in his study of Lukács, Pour une Sociologie des Intellectuelles Revolutionaries (Paris, 1976). In his very perceptive study of the impact of World War I on Paul Ernst and Georg Lukács, Ferenc Feher interprets the war as “the turning point of romantic anticapitalism” after which the romantics of the nationalist Right had to distance themselves from common prewar romantic themes, e.g. attacks on positivism or technology. See Ferenc Feher, “Am Scheideweg des romantischen Antikapitalismus . . . ,” in Die Seele und das Lehen: Studien zum frühen Lukács, ed. Agnes Heller (Frankfurt, 1972). Paul Breines has stressed the romantic contribution to the young Lukács. See “Marxism, Romanticism and the Case of George Lukács: Notes on Some Recent Sources and Situations,” Studies in Romanticism (Fall 1977), pp. 473–89; and Andrew Arato and Paul Breines, The Young Lukács and the Origins of Western Marxism (New York, 1979). On the connection between Lukács’s search for community and the lure of dictatorship see Lee Congdon’s fine study, The Young Lukács (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1983).


91 See Breines, “Marxism and Romanticism.”
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community and criticized “soulless” reason, they turned to the state as an alternative to political liberalism and capitalist society.

The völkisch ideologists within the romantic tradition placed particular emphasis on a longing for a preindustrial past, but it would be misleading to try to define German romanticism as primarily a backward-looking movement. More important was the accentuation of individual subjectivity combined with a sense of being subjected to fate and destiny beyond one’s control. Romanticism encouraged a preoccupation with a world of hidden powerful forces beyond or beneath the world of appearances. This was a tradition with apocalyptic visions in which a total transformation of a degenerate Zivilisation would occur through sudden and violent change. The Kulturnation would emerge through a purifying process of death and transfiguration. After World War I, Ernst Jünger and Carl Schmitt prided themselves on their differences with nineteenth-century romanticism. But their enthusiasm for the Fronterlebnis (front experience) and their belief that the slaughter was bringing forth a new man was an old romantic vision in a modern context.

Romanticism took different forms in different national contexts but everywhere it was part of modernity. At its center stood the celebration of the self. In France and England, it partook of democratic and egalitarian traditions to a far greater degree than in Germany, where it combated such claims. No one understood this better than Thomas Mann. Commenting on the “melancholy history of German Innerlichkeit,” he said that the “romantic counterrevolution against the Enlightenment” had made decisive contributions to Weimar’s “old-new world of revolutionary reaction” as well as to National Socialism. Speaking of Hitler’s Germany, he wrote that “there are not two Germanies, a good and an evil one, but only one, which through the cunning of the devil turned the best to the service of evil.” National Socialism reconciled Innerlichkeit and modern technology. The reactionary modernists were German ideologists who selected from their own national traditions those elements that made these cultural reconciliations possible.

As I said earlier, this book brings together concerns that are too often kept separate: culture and meaning, and history and politics. In my view, this is a realistic approach; that is, it helps explain the

---

32 See Craig, The Germans; Bohrer, Die Ästhetik des Schreckens on the fascination with death and violence among the political romantics.
33 See Barzun, Classic, Romantic and Modern; Lionel Trilling, Sincerity and Authenticity (Cambridge, Mass., 1969); and J. P. Stern, Hitler.
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unfolding of events. Contrast it with Franz Neumann's perfectly typical expectations in 1942 that "a most profound conflict" would develop between the "magic character" of Nazi propaganda and the "rational" processes of modern industry. Neumann believed that this conflict would lead German engineers to be among the first to see that Nazi ideology was pure "bunk." He also believed that engineers would comprise "the most serious break in the regime" because as practitioners of "the most rational vocation" they would oppose the misuse of technology by "totalitarian monopoly capitalism." In fact, with few exceptions, the practitioners of the most rational vocation did not break with the German dictatorship, and many came to share its world view. The reactionary modernist tradition contributed to these allegiances and ideological affinities.

In tracing this tradition, I will be paying close attention to what Clifford Geertz has called the "autonomous process of symbolic formulation," that is, how "ideologies transform sentiment into significance and make it socially available." Ideologists do this with symbolism, metaphor, and analogy. If they do their job well, they can bring discordant meanings — Technik and Kultur, for example — into a unified framework that renders otherwise incomprehensible social conditions meaningful and makes political action within those settings possible. The accomplishment of the reactionary modernists was considerable. In the country of romantic counterrevolution against the Enlightenment, they succeeded in incorporating technology into the symbolism and language of Kultur — community, blood, will, self, form, productivity, and finally race — by taking it out of the realm of Zivilisation — reason, intellect, internationalism, materialism, and finance. The integration of technology into the world view of German nationalism provided a cultural matrix that seemed to restore order into what these thinkers viewed as a chaotic postwar reality. What began as an indigenous tradition of German engineers and right-wing literati ended in the slogans administered by the Nazis. By reconciling technology and Innerlichkeit, reactionary modernists contributed to the nazification of German engineering, and to the primacy of Nazi ide-
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ology and politics over technical rationality and means–ends calculation of the national interest up to the end of the Hitler regime. They were contributors to the unity – rather than the separation – of totalitarian ideology and political practice in the German dictatorship.